Ok, lets do a step by step of how to repoint your level data pointer and why you do it this way!  (NOTE THIS IS ALL WITH UNHEADERED ROMS, DO NOT USE HEADERS IF YOU ARE HEX EDITING!)

CONVERTING
First we need to explain the level_entries.txt.  This is used so that SMILE knows not to overwrite data.  It takes the difference between two address, and thats how much space you get for a room!  Pretty simple so far yes?  level_entries.txt shows the ROM address.

Next we explain banks.  Banks are alittle different then the actual offset from the ROM.  Banks are chucks of data in 8000 (bits/bytes?)  Super Metroid uses banks when pointing to data, so you'll need to know how to convert from banks to the ROM address if you want to repoint stuff!

A VERY easy way to convert an offset to a pointer is to use SMILE.  Open up your pointer window, (edit -> pointers) and take a gander at the bottom of the window.  It has a $__ _____ at the bottom!  The $ means the ROM Address.  Type in the pointer, and SMILE will covert it to the ROM address.

Now for an example!  Goto the first room in SMILE. (791F8) and open the pointer window.  The level Data pointer is C2C2BB.  So type that in at the bottom and you get 2142BB.  Now lets take a little peek at that level_entries.txt for a sec.  The first entry at the top of the page is 2142BB!  Hey now were getting somewhere!
But why did C2C2BB become 2142BB?  Like I was saying earlier banks are in chunks of 8000.  2142BB is the ROM address, and C2C2BB is the pointer.  
21 = C2 as the bank the data is in.
42 = C2?  Now that ones alittle harder to explain.  Since banks are in chunks of 8000 all pointers have to be greater than 8000 or it WILL NOT WORK! So what do you do if your pointer is less than 8000?  Well you add 8000 to it!  Weird huh?  Now look at our example.  42BB + 8000 = C2BB! 
BB = BB this NEVER changes.

Now changing the ROM address to a bank is alittle harder, but you can use SMILEs pointer window once again.

Another Example!  (No Cheating, stay in the room 791F8 for this example!)
Open up your level_entries.txt once again.  and goto the LAST entry. (272E3E)  Now since we're doing this backwards we have to figure out which bank its in first.  Remember how bank C2 was 21?  If we kept going on in groups of 8000 we do this little number:
C20000 = 210000, C30000 = 218000, C40000 = 220000, C50000 = 228000 and so on get it?
If you don't feel like counting, lets use the guessing method.  Lets put in C8... we get 240000, nope its higher than that!  Lets try CB... 258000!  Almost there!  CF? = 278000, damn we overshot it.  So CE must be it!
So CE0000 = 270000.
So type in CE2E3E at the bottom.  Wow thats gives us 272E3E the number we want!  But stop right there!  2E3E is not over 8000!  So add 8000 to it and you get CEAE3E!
So CEAE3E = 272E3E!  But lets check our work!  Goto the last room in SMILE (7E82C) and open the pointer window.  And looky there!  CEAE3E!

And now you can convert banks and ROM addresses! Good for you!

REPOINTING
Now to repoint the level data pointer you'll be needing some free space.  And since level data doesn't need to be in a certain bank, we can just add on to the end of the ROM.  So goto the end of the ROM in a hex editor.
Free space starts around 2FD4F0, so lets jump there.  So all those FF FF FFs?  Thats free space!  So lets point to this!
But we have to convert this to a pointer, so lets do some converting!
2FD4F0 becomes DFD4F0.  So put that in the level data box and "Save Pointers".  Uh oh!  If you look at the top left of the main SMILE window it shows some numbers.  xxxx/-xxxxxxxxxx the first numbers is how much space your room takes up, and the second number shows how much it CAN take up before you start overwriting stuff.  But why is it all goofy like that?  
Because SMILE doesn't know that you added a new level data pointer.
Open up level_entries.txt again.  Go to the bottom and add the ROM address (2FD4F0) to the list and save the file.  Now SMILE takes the difference from a ROM address and the NEXT ROM address and uses that to know how much space your room can have.
So your going to need to add a DUMMY Value so it knows when to stop. Lets put 2FE000 in out level_entries.txt.
Go back to SMILE and re-save to room.  Hey!  Now we have some real numbers in the top left of the screen!
If thats not enough space, just go back to your level_entries.txt and change the DUMMY value to a bigger number.

And thats repointing level data!  Pretty cool huh!

EXPANDING
But you'll be running out of space PRETTY soon in your ROM, so you'll want to expand it alittle bit.
Goto tools -> expand ROM.
This will add a Bank to the end of your ROM.  SMILE even tells you what bank it is!  Wow-wee!
This new bank is E0.  And if you expand again, you'll get E1, and so on. You can expand untl you get to FF, and thats the LIMIT!  YOU CAN NOT EXPAND PASSED THAT!

Now you know how to do stuff!  And remember it was the squishy that taught you!;)

